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they ever imported foreign advisers. He had learnt every-
thing out of books, constructing his own sound-recording
apparatus and enlarging-earner a. This home-made equip-
ment was excellent. Technical problems had been solved
with astonishing economy and ingenuity. We particularly
admired the interior set itself. It was the living-room of a
farm-house, prepared for a wedding, with an eye for detail
which would put most western art-directors to shame. The
properties had none of that unnatural newness which is
such a besetting vice of the English studios. Mr. Lo
showed us a whole arsenal of machine-guns, rifles, and
uniforms, most of which had been actually captured by
the Eighth Route Army from the Japanese.
At present the studio was producing only war-films.
Just now they were at work on the story of Shanghai's
'Doomed Battalion'. It would be called Fight to the Last.
We were shown some of the rushes. The war-scenes were
brilliant. The producer had an astonishingly subtle feel-
ing for grouping; his weakness lay in the direction of the
actors themselves—he had indulged too often the Chinese
talent for making faces. AH these grimaces of passion,
anger, or sorrow, seemed a mere mimicry of the West.
One day a director of genius will evolve a style of acting
which is more truly national—a style based upon the
beauty and dignity of the Chinese face in repose.
Besides these fragments we were shown several news-
reels. There were the ruins of Tai-erh-chwang; the entry
of the Chinese troops into the town; a woman's naked
body, horribly mutilated; a speech to the soldiers by Feng
Yii-hsiang (who must surely, to judge by his tones and
gestures, be one of the best orators in China); and an
amusing and touching shot of some Manchurian prisoners
dancing for joy on finding that they were not to be exe-
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